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The availaDle quantities and price of uranium during the next half-century 
will play a fundamental role in national decisions concerning the optima 
nuclear power strategy. The purpose of this paper is to provide a framework 
to analyze the interrelationship between uranium availability and the deploy
ment of fast breeder and converter reactors. Included in this framework are 
models which can be used to estimate the uranium price for economic parity 
(break-even) between breeder and converter reactors, the dates for economical 
commercialization of fast breeder reactors, and the effect of breeder deploy
ment on uranium availabil ity. In addition, dominant factors such as energy 
demand, resources, and economics, all of which may significantly affect the 
uranium outlook and the breeder commercialization potential, are discussed. 
Quantitative analyses are included to i l lustrate the sensitivity of such 
decision variables as economic introduction dates, break-even uraniur:, prices, 
and uranium consumption to the range of values for each factor presently 
perceived to be appropriate. 

APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY 

Model Applications 

In the most general sense, national decisions on nuclear power programs will 
be affected by the relative importance given to assurance of fuel supply and 
economics. For some nations the reduced dependence on external nuclear fuel 
supply will be a strong motivation for early breeder deployment. On the other 
hand, nations which feel confident of their energy fuel supplies, either 
because of indigenous reserves or through secure international agreements, may 
defer decisions on breeder deployment until the transition from present energy 
supply technology becomes economically desirable. Further, i t is probable 
that certain factors, such as nonproliferation concerns and minimizing the 
risk in making large investments in a new technology, will influence some 
nations to delay breeder commercialization decisions even i f studies indicate 
probable economic competitiveness. 

Whether or not economics is ths primary consideration, models which can be 
used to analyze the economic optimum introduction schedules for new nuclear 
technologies are highly useful. For example, i t would be useful to know the 
cost penalties Involved i f decisions are made to introduce a new nuclear fuel 
cycle either prior to, or later than, the economically optimum date. The 
models described 1n Section I I are Intended to provide a framework which 
can be used to analyze these and other economic considerations of introducing 
alternative nuclear strategies. 

The approach described herein is sufficiently general to be a useful model 
for other INFCE Working Groups, such as WG-1A/2A, WG-4, and Wb-tt Involved 
1n analyzing the uranium situation as i t is affected by various power fore
casts and alternative reactor fuel cycles. 
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Uncertainties in Input Data 

As with most modeling techniques, the limitations of the analysis are directly 
related to the accuracy of input data. To be useful to planners of nuclear 
po»er programs, a methodology is required which can prelict the consumption 
ar,o range of competitive costs of uranium over a planning horizon of at 
least forty to f i f ty years. For this time frame, there are many uncertain 
factors which dominate the breeder commercialization issue; for example, 
nuclear power demand, uranium producibility and forward cost, future fuel 
cycle resource efficiency, and costs of various reactor options. Ihus, an 
appropriate application of this framework for an energy planner is to identify 
the viaole nuclear power options when the presently perceived range of dominant 
input factors is used. I f the ful l range of values for each factor are not 
taken into account, the national energy planner runs the risk of developing 
options which may reach fruition prematurely, or of delaying options beyona 
tneir optimum timing with the possibility of eliminating them. 

Quantitative Analyses 

From an international perspective, a wide disparity in individual national and/ 
or local u t i l i ty objectives exists which will affect the desired make-up of the 
nuclear component of an energy program. For those countries presently engaged 
in substantial RD&D on the fast breeder fuel cycle, the commercialization 
potential of the breeder vis-a-vis converter reactors is of primary interest. 
On the other hand, nations now just beginning to consider the nuclear option 
are perhaps more concerned with the availability of uranium for use in converter 
reactors. However, even for these countries energy planners need to be able to 
analyze the potential for in i t ia l breeder commercialization by other nations. 
For example, breeder deployment in significant numbers by others may increase 
the domestic viabil i ty of converter reactor options due to reduced uranium 
consumption; a slower escalation of uranium prices would be expected to result. 

To i l lustrate how the methodology can be used to address these concerns, a 
world aggregate analysis is presented in Section I I I . The objective is to 
examine the effect on worldwide uranium consumption and price of the inter
national deployment of breeder reactor systems and/or various non-breeder 
fuel cycle alternatives. This methodology is applied to a number of scenarios 
to examine the effects of uncertainties in the data on the results of the 
analysis and to establish reasonable bounding cases for the costs of nuclear 
power over the time span of the study. 

The analysis Inherently assumes that free market conditions prevail inter
nationally with respect to uranium availability and reactor deployment. For 
those nations without large Indigenous uranium supplies the results will 
provide useful Insight Into the most optimistic situation with respect to 
uranium availabil ity. For those nations with substantial uranium resources, 
the analysis wil l be relevant to the examination of Incentives to enhance 
uranium supply assurances to others. 
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In Section IV a quantitative analysis of the United States is presentea as 
an il lustrative application of the methodology. The domestic uranium supply 
ana nuclear energy demand for the U.S. is , of course, unlike that of most 
nations. However, the general approach can serve as a model to analyze any 
national situation Dy using appropriate input data. The analysis will further 
give an indication to other nations of the commercialization potential of tne 
fast breeder fuel cycle in the U.S. for use in their analysis of uranium 
availabil i ty. 

I I . KUCLEAR STRATEGY ANALYSIS 

A nuclear strategy analysis methodology has oeen developed to examine the 
effect of uncertainties in the major factors affecting nuclear power options. 
Several interdependent factors govern the timing of the need for breeder 
deployment: 

o the uranium resource Dase 

o projected growth of nuclear generating capacity 

o converter reactor resource util ization characteristics 

o relative economics {power costs) of the breeder and converter reactor 
alternatives 

This section presents an analytical framework for assessing the viability of 
nuclear technology alternatives, which will then be applied in the next two 
sections. 

The analysis centers arouna two different models—a Finite Ore Model and an 
Economics Model. The Finite Ore Model assumes a fixed uranium ore base ana 
analyzes the results of various reactor development scenarios on the depletion 
of the ore base. The key result of tne analysis is t ie date at which all 
uranium ore is "committed." At the date of total ore commitment, there exists 
enough uranium to meet the need for a l l operating reactors through their assumed 
30-year full-power lifetimes. In the Finite Ore Model, complete commitment 
means that no further converter reactors can commence operation after the 
calculated commitment date. The Finite Ore Model has useful simplicity out 
does not account for the principal economic feature of a refined breeder 
reactor decision analysis: the trade-off of potentially higher plant capital 
costs vs. savings In uranium make-up costs. 

The Economics Model estimates the time at which no further uranium Is available 
at a price below that which makes breeder reactors economical. In this model, 
the transition date Is determined as the time when breeder reactors will be 
economically competitive with other nuclear power systems. The date of transi
tion is a function of the amount of uranium ore available, the growth of nuclear 
generating capacity, the relative costs of competing systems, and the efficiency 
with which the ore base Is used by thermal reactors. These variables are 
treated parametrlcally 1n the analysis. The efficiency of uranium util ization 
of thermal reactor systems forms the basis of the reactor development cases. 
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The calculational procedure for boti models is described in more aetail 
below: 

Step 1. Specify Installed nuclear Capacity. Twu variaDles are established: 
the year 2uuu installed nuclear capacity (bWe) ana the growth rate thereafter 
(iiWe/yr). 

Step 2. Specify Uranium Resource Estimate. The Finite Ore Model requires 
specifications of a set of total "commercial" ore bases in ihort tons of U^U .̂ 
The uranium resource estimate for the Economic Model is formulated in terms 
of price/quantity relationships for u\0 . Both "high-price" and "intermediate-
price" l̂ O^ supply curves are defined to provide conservative results. 

Step 3. Specify Expected Converter Fuel Cycle Characteristics (Reactor Type, 
Time Available, Lifetime Fuel Requirements). Any comainations of strategies 
can De run on these models. The four cases considered in this stuoy are: 

Case 1: Continued installation of only current LWRs until a transition 
is required. These LWRs have a 30-year life-time requirement 
of 5500 tons of U308. 

Case 2: An improved LWR is introduced in 1985 and existing reactors 
are retrofitted. The improved LWR has a 15% smaller lifetime 
ore requirement (4675 tons U^OJ. The increased fuel e f f i 
ciencies are primarily due to increased burn-up and improved 
fuel management. These improved LWRs are installed until the 
transition to a breeder reactor is required. 

Case 3; The improved LWR Is introduced in 1985 (Case 2) and an opti
mized LWR is introduced with nonretrofittable improvements 
beginning in 2000. The new LWR would have a lifetime require
ment of 4200 tons U308, approximately 25% better than today's 
reactors. A transition to a breeder reactor is made when 
required. 

Case 4: The improved LWR 1s introduced in 1985 (Case 2). In addition, 
an ACR at a 25% capital cost Increase over the LWR with lifetime 
requirements of 3300 tons U 30 b 1s introduced in 1995. This 
ACR may be any of several advance design nuclear systems. Again, 
a transition to a breeder reactor is made when required. 

Step 4. Specify Uranium Enrichment Tails Assay. Two enrichment tails assay 
cases were considered in this study, (1) 0.2% tails assay, and (2) O.ob* tails 
assay assumed to be introduced after the mid-yO's with subsequent stockpile 
stripping. 

The lifetime ore requirements specified above for the different reactor types 
are consistent with a plant capacity factor of 70% and the uranium enrichment 
facilities being operated with a 0.2% tails assay. The reduced tails assay, 
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which can reasonaslj be expectea to occur if the uranium prices rise signifi
cantly relative to the enrichment costs, lowers the lifetime ore requirements 
for an LWR or ACR by about 20*. 

Output basis for breeder Transition Uate 

Analysis of the input specifications in both models leads to a determination 
of a breeder transition date by establishing the time when: 

1. All uranium resources are committed (Finite Ore Model). 

2. Ore cost offsets FBR/LWR capital cost differential (Economics Model). 

III. APPLICATIONS TO THE WORLD AGGREGATE CASE 

In the context of INFCE, an application of the methodology discussed in tne 
previous section to the world aggregate case is appropriate. That is, the 
analysis attempts to view the world as a base unit without considerations of 
Individual national intents. Such an analysis may serve as a model to identify 
the global parameters which most effect the ambiguity in uranium reserves and 
nuclear demand and, hence, the need and timing for breeders and other alter
native nuclear technologies. The inherent assumption in such an analysis is 
that generally free market conditions prevail internationally with respect to 
uranium availability and reactor deployment. There are expected to be diver
gences from this aggregate depending on national policies concerning the 
supply of energy for future needs.* The cases discussed provide useful 
Insight into the world situation with respect to uranium resources and future 
nuclear power costs which may bear strongly on individual national decisions 
on the optimum domestic nuclear power strategy. In addition, such analyses 
can be used to examine the economic implications of decisions affected by 
non-economic factors, e.g., security of nuclear fuel supply, investment risk, 
etc. 

A. World Aggregate Input Data 

World Energy Forecasts 

The nuclear energy forecasts (in GWe) to be used in this analysis are shown 
below. 

These estimates are derived from preliminary data of INFCE W.G.1A/2A in 
use prior to October 17, ly7b. Tne numbers in parenthesis are the values 
agreed to in the October 19 meeting of W.G.1A/2A. However, the results 
of this analysis are not expected to be significantly affected by these 
new data. 

*A substantive discussion of considerations of breeder deloyment from a 
spectrum of national perspectives is presented in a companion paper submitted 
by the U.S. entitled "National Decisions on Breeder Development and Deployment." 
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low Intermediate High 

Year Projection Projection Projection 

lyyu 373 (373) 417 4bu (462) 

2uuu 7JU (b5U) bSO 10UU (12uu) 
2U25 15UU (lbUU) 30UU 4500 (3900) 

World Uranium A v a i l a D i l i t y 

The difficulty Inherent In estimating the International uranium resource base 
dictated the adoption of a range of values. For tnis purpose OECO Red Book 
values have been coniDined with additional U.S. and preliminary W(i-1B estimates 
to arrive at values of fa, 12, and lb million tons U-̂ 0̂  as parameters for use 
in the Finite Ure model. The following input data were employed: 

1 . Six m i l l i o n tons of Reasonably Assured and Estimated Addi t iona l Reserves 
(RA&EA) a t less than $50 per l b . (OECO Red Book). 

2 . 3-10 m i l l i o n a d d i t i o n a l tons of a l l degrees of confidence uranium ores 
and phosphate co-products i n the $50 to $100 per I D . range. 

3. 5-10 million additional tons of high confidence ore produciDle in the 
$100 to $240 per lb. range (primarily shale ores with by-product credit) . 

In addition to the above resources the International Uranium Resource Evaluation 
Program (IuREP) of OECD and IAEA has recently estimated about 8-19 million 
tons of speculative resources at less than $50 per lb. 

Items 1 , 2 , and 3 were combined in 6 million ton Increments (lower range of 
estimates) to give the 6, 12, and 18 million tons U-jÔ  world resource estimate. 
The inclusion of the IUREP resources would further extend the range, thus 
suggesting that these estimates may be conservative. The choice of ore values 
above are not meant to Imply that there is either a cutoff in ore resources at 
a given price level or that a given quantity of ore at a given price exists. 
However, the figures span a reasonable range based on current information. 
Equal increments were selected partly to faci l i tate interpolation so that 
nuclear planners can produce their own estimates. 

The uranium price-quantity relationships (marginal costs as a function of 
cumulative quantity of U3Qb) assumed for world ore availability are given in 
Figure 1 . This figure was constructed by assuming that the derived price/ 
demand function for the U.S. (data given 1n Section IV) could be extended 
to the world case. Although divergences among individual suppliers are to be 
expected, I t 1s reasonable to assume that this assumption applies 1n the 
aggregate sense. 

As a justification of this approach, the following are noted: 
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— the "interuieaiau' ' price scheaule includes the conservative Red book 
estimate of b mi l l ion tons at $5U marginal cost. 

— the "plateau" of the "intermediate" price curve corresponds approximately 
to the Red Book estimates plus "a l l degrees of confidence" ores in the 
Sbu to Sluu per I D . range plus high confidence shale ore. 

— the "high" price schedule adds additional conservatisms to the estimate 
of marginal costs. 

— the IUREP speculative resources are not yet included. 

These curves w i l l be further refined as Wb.lB completes i t s analysis in the 
near fu ture . 

Reactor Characteristics 

The commercialization potential of the improvements in Lighv Water Reactor 
(LWR) fuel ef f ic iency is affected by the same uncertain factors affect ing 
breeder deployment. However, for analysis in the post-2000 time frame i t is 
important to recognize that several options ex is t for s ign i fan t ly improving 
the resource eff ic iency of the present ocne-through fuel cycle pr ior to the 
commercialization date for breeders. Thus, each of the al ternat ives described 
i n Section I I are used in the analysis. 

Economics 

Although economic conditions are expected to vary widely from nation to 
nation, the parametric studies performed in this analysis should bound most 
cases. If uncertain situations fall outside the ranges analyzed, results and 
sensitivity analyses are provided to permit an extrapolation to meet most 
economic conditions. The specific economic assumptions used are found in 
Table 6, Section IV. 

B. Discussion of Results 

The results of using the methodology with input data relevant to a world 
aggregate model are discussed within four contexts: 

— Uranium price for economic parity (break-even) between converter and 
breeder fuel cycles; 

— Power costs versus time; 

— Economic indifference date: 

— Fin i te ore model. 
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1 . Results of Economic Moael 

l.A. Break-even Uranium Price 

One of tne intermediate calculations in an introduction date analysis is that 
of the "Dreak-even" uranium price, i . e . , the price of uranium for which the 
power cost of a once-through fuel cycle is equal to that for a breeder. This 
intermediate result provides useful insight in i ts own right into the commercial
ization potential of new nuclear technologies, since i t contains no inherent 
assumptions about the future quantities and price of uranium. 

The A summary of the break-even analysis is presented in Table 1 and Figure 2. in 
interpretation of these results will depend on the perspective of the national 
energy planner. However, some general indications are: 

(1) For nations already committed to RDaD programs on breeders, substantial 
investments in seeking ways to reduce breeder capital costs are warranted 
by the payoff in significant power cost reductions (up to 10 mils/kWn). 
Until uranium prices increase substantially, economic parity with the LWR 
will only be achieved at FBR/LWR capital cost ratios of somewhat less 
than 1.5 for the given input assumptions. 

(2) For u t i l i t ies or national programs which perceive converter reactors to 
be a viable option, either in a mix with or exclusive of breeders, R&D in 
improvements in resource efficiency of converter reactors can significantly 
reduce power costs (from 3-5 mils/kWh), concomitantly stretching uranium 
availabil i ty. 

(3) With respect to the uranium industry, a large market for uranium with 
prices above $50/lb, perhaps even above $9U/lb, will exist until FBR/LWR 
capital cost ratios are universally in the 1.3-1.5 range. Thus, explo
ration and producibility of low grade and high price, high confidence 
resources is indicated. 

Table 1 

URANIUM INDIFFERENCE PRICE*--$/pound U„0U 

FBR/LWR Capital Cost Ratio 

STANDARD LWR 

15% IMPROVED LWR 

25% IMPROVED LWR 

1.25 

75 

90 

110 

1.5 

150 

175 

210 

1.75 

220 

250 

3U0 

•Neglecting RD&D costs and optimum tails benefits. 
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l.b. Hower Cost Versus Time 

The pov.er cost versus uranium price results described in the previous section 
can be conoined with the nuclear power growth and uranium supply-price data to 
obtain estimates of the power costs versus time for any alternative nuclear 
power strategy. This information can then be used to estimate the economic 
introduction date, as discussed in the next section. However, useful insight 
can be gained by examining these results in a collective way. 

For example, Figure 3 displays the ranges of power costs versus time for what 
may be considered reasonable ranges of uncertainties in costs and characteris
tics of breeder and converter reactor technology. The range of costs for 
power from breeder reactors primarily reflects the uncertainties in the 
capital costs and are assumed to be independent of time. The range of costs 
for converter reactor power is dependent primarily on the converter reactor 
U^0o utilization and the price of u\0y. As a reasonaDle upper bound for power 
costs, the improved LWR characteristics (25* increase in fuel efficiency, 0.2* 
tails) with high energy demand and high uranium price supply was selected. 
Although the standard LWR would yield higher power costs, under the high 
energy demand/uranium price assumptions, the large incentives for developing 
an improved LWR would make this scenario unlikely. The reasonable lower bound 
curve consists of the low energy demand and intennediate uranium price supply 
with the same improved LWR characteristics. A lower tails option (u.05«) 
would further reduce power costs; however, reduced power costs may reduce the 
Incentive to implement all possible options. 

The information displayed in Figure 3 provides useful information for a number 
of different situations. Nations without adequate indigenous uranium resources 
that perceive a need for reduced nuclear fuel supply dependency can use the 
data to obtain an estimate of the economic penalty associated with early breeder 
Introduction. Nations that desire to utilize breeder reactor technology when 
It becomes economically competitive can use the data to make their estimate of 
when this time will be reached. Other nations may wish to postpone decisions 
on the implementation of breeder technology until the relevance to their 
domestic nuclear power program 1s clearly established. For these nations, the 
data can be used to estimate the possible economic penalties associated with 
continued reliance on converter reactor technologies after the time when 
breeders become a commercially competitive nuclear power system. 

l.C. Economic Indifference date 

Calculatlonal results for the economic Indifferemce date are given in Tables 2 
and 3. The following observations can be made within the context of this 
model and the parameters assumed or inferred: 

o Low Capital Cost Breeder: 

— For the high-price U30u supply, the economic parity date for 
transition to the breeder almost always occurs in the decade 
following the year 2000; 
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TABLE 2 

f conomlc Transition Point To Tho FBR At A Function Of Capitol Coat. U,0. Prlco, 
NuclMir G r o w t h Projection 
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TABLE 3 

TronoHlon Point To Tho FBR A* A Function Of Capitol Cost. UaO, Prico. Nucloor Growth 
Protection With Reduced Ta i l s Assay 
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- - For the intenitediate-price LKGy supply, the economic parity date 
is , again, strongly dependent on the nuclear growth assumptions 
ano tne converter reactor technology. The date typically occurs 
in the time period 2U1U to 2uiW. 

o Intermediate Capital Cost Breeder: 

— For the intermeaiate price U-jOy schedule, the breeder would oe 
economically competitive after t.-.e year 2u2u with inproved converter 
reactor technology. 

— For the high price Û Oy schedule the economic parity date is strongly 
dependent upon the nuclear growth assumptions and the converter 
reactor technology. This date varies from the decade after the 
turn of the century to beyond 2U25. 

o High Capital Cost Breeder: Based on the economic model, the date at 
which the breeder would be economically competitive always occurs after 
the year 202b with modest converter reactor improvement. This result is 
independent of enrichment ta i ls stripping. 

o Improvements in LWR technology could significantly Impact economic 
breeder introduction dates. 

o Lower uranium tai ls assay leads to the following observations: 

— The low-cost breeder economic parity date is strongly influenced by 
the U3O0 supply price schedule, the converter reactor strategy, and 
the nuclear energy demand. 

— For the intermediate capital cost breeder with intermediate price 
U3O0 schedule, transition to an FBR before 2025 1s not economical. 
For the high price U,0b supply schedule, improvements 'n LWR charac
teristics could significantly affect the economic parity date. 

— For the higher capital cost breeder, transition from any type of 
LWR to the FBR 1s not economical before 2025. This conclusion is 
Independent of U30b supply, nuclear growth projections, or con
verter technology. 

3. Results of Finite Ore Model Calculations 

The results of the Finite Ore Model calculations are summarized in Table 4. 
The years tabulated represent the last year that an LWR or ACR could be 
installed and s t i l l have sufficient uranium to fuel the reactors for their 
assumed 30-year lifetimes, assuming that no additional ore Is discovered. 
This same Information 1s shown graphically In Table 5. 

These tables may be summarized as follows: 
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Table 4 

U306 COMMITMENT AS CALCULATED FROM 
THE FINITE ORE MODEL 

GROWTH RATE 

0.24 TAILS 
II 

2005 

2005 

2005 

2003 

III 

2002 

20C2 

2002 

2001 

I 

2024 

2019 

2018 

2014 

0.05°. TAILS 
II 

2009 

2008 

2006 

2005 

III 

2004 

2004 

2004 

2003 

OF TOTAL 

I 

2016 

2012 

2012 

2009 

2042 

2035 

2033 

2028 

>2050 

>2050 

2048 

2042 

2022 

2018 

2017 

2013 

2034 

2029 

2027 

2023 

2013 

2011 

2010 

2008 

2023 

2019 

2018 

2015 

>2050 

2043 

2040 

2035 

>2050 

>2050 

>2050 

>2050 

2028 

2023 

2022 

2018 

2041 

2035 

2033 

2029 

2018 

2015 

2014 

2011 

2030 

2024 

2023 

2019 



DATE OF TOTAL l^Og COMMITMENT 

(ONCE-THROUGH) 

GROWTH RATE ( G W E / Y R ) : 
CASE 

3 

0.21 TAILS 

II III 

0.051 TAILS 

I II III 

CO 

3 s 
CD O 

o cc 

S v» 
35 U. 
2 o 
3 VI 

O 

18 

12 

FINITE ORE MODEL 

TABLE 5 

I I AFTER 2025 

2020-2025 

2010-2020 

2000-2010 

1997-2000 

M 
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o Low Ore t^se. I f the proouCiDle ore base is only six million tons, 
Dreeaers wojld be neeaeo in the decade following the year 2UJ'J except in 
the low growth assumption.* 

o Meoium Ore Base. I f the ore base is 12 million tons several options are 
available. 

— With only standard LWR deployment, full-scale breeder commercialization 
would be appropriate in the timeframe from 2ulu to beyond 2u2b depending 
primarily on the post 2UOU nuclear energy demand. 

— Taking maximum advantage of improved LWR or ACR technology can extend 
the breeder window to between 2015 to beyond 2U25. Again, the range 
depends primarily on the nuclear demand in the next century. 

0 Large Ore base. I f continued exploration should extend the quantity of 
reasonaDly priced ore to lb million tons or more, then: 

— Deployment of only the current LWR results in a complete transition to 
breeders in the timeframe from 2015 to beyond 2025. 

— Modest improvements in the LWR move the transition period to around 
202O, and beyond. 

— Maximum converter technology application moves the transition timeframe 
to beyond 2025. 

o Improved enrichment techniques permitting economic tai ls reductions can 
extend the above transition dates by 5 to b years. 

IV. UNITED STATES BREEDER DEPLOYMENT TIMING—A CASE STUDY 

The application of the methodology presented in the last section is applied 
here to a detailed case study of the United States. Use of the United States 
as the case study and the results so obtained does not have application per se 
to the nuclear programs of other countries. However, the presentation of this 
section i l lustrates the application of the methodology which can be used to 
analyze any national situation by using appropriate input data. Furthermore, 
the analysis of the detailed results obtained from both the Finite Ore and the 
Economics Models wil l given an indication to other nations of the coinmcercial-
1zat1on potential of the fast breeder fuel cycle 1n the U.S. for use In their 
analysis of uranium avai labi l i ty. 

The four different reactor systems discussed In Section I I were used as 
the basis of the future nuclear power systems 1n the U.S. These cases must 
be f i t t ed with other Input data as discussed below. 

* l t should be noted that the Ini t iat ion of commercialization of the breeder 
would begin somewhat earlier to allow for an orderly transition to the 
breeder economy 
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The projected growth in nuclear energy demand is crucial to the development of 
a sounc strategy. The historical uncertainties in such projections warn us 
that a sound strategy must be flexible and maintain reasonable options to 
maximize chances of success. In order to incorporate this uncertainty, the 
analysis for the U.S. include nuclear projections of 2uO GWe, 300 GWe, and 4uu 
UWe installed capacity by the year 20OO. (Current U.S. estimates of installed 
nuclear capacity in the year 2OU0 in the U.S. is a low of 255 GWe and a high 
of 395 GWe.) Because the nuclear growth pattern beyond 200U is even more 
speculative, the analysis includes annual reactor additions of 10 GWe, 15 GWe, 
and 2U GWe, for an indefinite number of years so that resource exhaustion and 
economic competition can be examined. 

Uranium Resource Estimates 

The best current official estimate of the uranium resource potentially avail
able In the U.S. at costs below $50/1D is about 4.3 million tons. 

For the Finite Ore Model, values of 1.8, 3.6, and 4.5 million tons of Û Oo 
were chosen. The lower value is representative of the pre-NURE estimates of 
U.S. reserves plus probable resources. The higher value is approximately 
equal to NURE estimates of all uranium resources below $50/1b forward cost. 
These figures do not fully reflect the fact that uranium resources are more 
l ikely to be available in a manner similar to o i l , gas, or other mineral 
resources. In those situations, larger quantities are available at higher 
costs thus generating a price-quantity supply curve of resources. 

For the Economics Model, a U3O0 supply curve was estimated by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (Figure 4 ) . This figure shows the marginal cost of 
U3O0 as a function of cumulative supply for two supply assumptions, identi
fied as intermediate-cost and high-cost. The price of Û Og in any year in 
this analysis, for computing the economic crossover to a new reactor system, 
is determined by the marginal cost of the next uncommitted pound of UoOy in 
that year (based on tracking up the supply curve for previous ore commit
ments). 

Cost Comparisons of Alternative Reactors and Fuel Cycles 

The Finite Ore Model does not make use of the relative costs of an alternative 
reactor system. However, the Economics Model 1s sensitive to relative cost 
assumptions. For this analysis, the data base of relative costs giver in 
Table 6 was used. 

The most Important cost element 1s the capital costs of different nuclear 
units (In 1977, the capital costs were 77* of tne total generating costs of 
nuclear plants). In i t ia l cost evaluations Indicate that the Improved LWR 
and optimized LWR would not differ from costs of a standard LWR. However, 
two independent studies are in progress to give better estimates on potential 
cost differentials. The breeder reactor capital costs are assumed to range 
from 25% to 75% greater than the reference LWR. 
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Table 6 

Economic Data 

Capi ta l Costs ( inc luding owner's cost and IDC) 

Reactor Type S/Kwe 

UP. 770 
FBR 962 + 1346 

(1.25x770 • 1.75x771)) 

Operation and Maintenance Costs 

Reactor Type Fixed (S/Kwe-yr) Var iab le (S/Kwe-yr) 

LWR 1 1 . 2 0.5 

FBR 1 1 . 7 0.9 

Fabrication Costs 

Reactor/Fuel Type i/kg HM 

LWR 115 
FBR - Pu /U Oxide 1500* 

Th02 Radial Blanket 160 

Reprocessing Costs 

Reactor/Fuel Type S/kg HM 

LWR - Once-Through 150* * 
FBR - (U,Pu)0p 560 

(U ,Th )0 2 570 
Enrichment Cost 

100 S/SWU 
Financial Assumptions 

Discount Rate * . M 
Fixed Charge Rate 9.0% 

•Fabr ica t ion cost o f assembly div ided by number o f ki lograms I n act ive core 
region f o r t h a t assembly. 

••Reprocessing costs for once-through f u e l cyc le include Intermediate and 
permanent storage. 
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The second most important cost element is the uranium fuel cost. The rising 
fuel costs for LWRs and ACRs are basea on the uranium supply curves in Figure 
5. Wnen these costs rise sufficiently to offset the capital cost advantage 
held over breeder reactors, then the model chooses the breeder reactor for the 
next year's nuclear instal lat ions. 

Results of the Finite Ore Model Calculations 

The results of the Finite Ore Model calculations are summarized in Taoles 7 
and b. The years given in these tables represent the last year that an LWk or 
ACR could be instal led and s t i l l have sufficient uranium to fuel the reactors 
for their l i fetime (30 years), assuming no additional uranium ore is discovered. 

The tables may be summarized as follows: 

o Low Ore Base. I f the ore base is only l.b mil l ion tons, breeder reactors 
must be fu l ly deployed around the year 20U0. 

o Medium Ore Base. I f the ore base is 3.6 million tons, several choices 
are available. 

- with only deployment of the standard LWR, breeder reactor commercial
ization is required in the time between 2010-2030, the variation 
depending principally upon the post-2000 nuclear installation rate; 

- LWR improvements would, inter alia, delay breeder introduction a 
further 5 to 7 years; 

- initial Improvements 1n LWR fuel utilization (15%) followed by intro
duction of an ACR in 1995 would delay breeder introduction an additional 
3 to 5 years beyond that achieved by LWR improvements only. 

For the situations above, tails stripping to 0.05% U-235 would effectively ado 
another 6 to 8 years on non-breeder nuclear capacity to the ore base. With an 
improved once-through fuel cycle and uranium tails stripping, the medium ore 
base would not be exhausted until around 2025-2050, the range depending on 
assumed nuclear power growth rates. 

o Large Ore base. For an ore base of 4.5 million tons, the following 
choices are available: 

- breeder introduction between 201b and 2035 if only current LWRs are 
deployed; 

- LWR improvement would delay breeder introduction by an additional 
5 to b years; 

- significant improvements in LWRs or introduction of ACRs would not 
require breeder introduction before 2030 and, perhaps, later than 
2050. 
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TaTis st r ipping to u.Ub; u-23b for the large ore base would also ado 6 to b 
years to the available ore base. With an improved once-tnrough fuel cycle and 
uranium t a i l s s t r ipp ing, the high ore base would not be exhausted unt i l around 
2U3J , even assuming "nigh" demand project ions. For lower demand projections, 
breeders would not be necessary unt i l after 2UbU. 

From the tables in summary, several important conclusions can be drawn: 

o Under the assumptions of high insta l led nuclear capacity (4U0 Gwe), a 
low ore base (1.8 mi l l i on tons) , and l i t t l e or no LWR improvements, the 
date of ore exhaustion is no earl ier than 1997. The intermediate ore 
base adds from 13 to 17 years to the exhaustion date and the higher 
ore base would not exhaust supplies unvil around 2020. Tails stripping 
adds another 4 to 6 years of effective supply. 

o Not surpr is ing ly , the low ore base shows that improvements in LWRs or 
a transition to ACRs does not prolong the breeder introduction date. 
Under this case, the ore resources are exhausted before significant 
non-breeder improvements can be effected. 

o The introduction of both the improved and optimized LWR shows marked 
effects for al l but the low ore base case. LWR improvements for the 
intermediate and high ore resource cases add from 5 to 8 years of 
additional generating capacity. 

o Modest improvements in the LWR followed by the introduction of ACRs 
around 1990 would stretch the committed ore exhaustion date for inter
mediate and high resource bases from 8 years to more than 15 years when 
compared to the use of unimproved LWRs. 

Results of the Economics Model Calculations 

Sample results of the Economics Model calculations are given in the sample 
tables 9 and 10. The years represent the time at which the breeder reactor 
would become economically competitive with the LWR in an operational mode 
(with foresight, orders for a breeder would have been placed several years 
ear l ier ) . Although only sample results are given, the following observations 
can be made from the analysis: 

o For a breeder reactor with capital costs 1.75 times an LWR, for the set 
of assumptions used in this analysis, the^e were no cases which would 
lead to a transition to the breeder before 2U25. 

o Compared to the analysis which used presently available enrichment with 
0.2% t a i l s , an Improved enrichment process with 0.05% ta i ls should 
extend the transition date to the FBR by 3 to 7 years for the standard 
LWR. Use of 15%-improved, high-burnup LWR adds some 5 to 8 years to 
the transition date and use of a 2b%-Improved optimized LWR adds an 
additional 3 to 4 years. 
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The use of lower tails assay for uranium enrichment leads to the following 
observations: 

- For a high capital cost breeder with any of the nuclear growtns assumed 
or U3CL supplies or an intermediate cost breeder with an intermediate 
price OjOy supply, transition from any type of LWR to the Ft>R is not 
economical prior to 2U2b. 

For an intermediate capital cost breeder with a high price U-̂ Ou supply 
or a low cost breeder with an intermediate price UoOa supply, transition 
to the FBR before 2U2b would probably occur only if standard LWRs were 
still the predominant type in use. In this case, the exact transition 
date is strongly dependent on the assumed nuclear energy demand. 

For a low capital cost breeder with a high price u\06 supply, transition 
to the FbR fnwi all types of LWRs considered is generally economical 
between 2U00 and 2U25 with the exact year dependent on the nuclear energy 
demand assumed. 


